TEAMSTUDIO® ADVISER
Your Roadmap to What’s Next
 Systematically scans your Domino servers and database designs
 Identifies user activity by filtering out server replication and agent activity
 Analyzes and scores application complexity
 Presents complex, sophisticated data in a simple and intuitive web interface
 Simplifies the decision-making process surrounding your existing
Domino servers and Notes applications

Adviser maps a forward path for your
IBM Notes and Domino applications based
on comprehensive data analytics.

COMPLEXITY

Adviser contains four modules:
Catalog, Usage, Complexity, and Guidance.

The Complexity Module scans the complete designs of all
the databases on your servers and generates a complexity
score for each one. This score conveys the approximate
difficulty of moving your applications to what’s next, whether
that’s modernizing using XPages or rewriting the application
for a different environment.

CATALOG

GUIDANCE

The Catalog Module reads information from your Domino
servers and allows you to sort and explore your applications
based on attributes such as database size, modification date,
or access control lists. In addition to information pulled from
the server, this module also allows you to set a Business
Value for each application, tracking its importance to your
organization. You can also configure filters to exclude certain
databases from the analysis. Adviser’s tagging feature lets
you create tags and apply them to users or databases.
You can then filter and sort by tag in your reports.

The Guidance Module brings together information from
all the other modules. This module processes potentially
vast quantities of data from your application servers
surrounding application business usage, value, and complexity,
and adds weighting to come up with a recommendation for a
modernization approach for each application.
Armed with this information, you can confidently begin
rewriting, archiving, retiring, or replacing your applications.

USAGE
The Usage Module imports
usage information from your
Domino servers and shows you
actual business usage, filtering
out distracting server and
replication activity. Additionally,
Adviser’s Effective Access
reporting will display users’
access rights to specified
databases, no matter how
complex your ACL group
hierarchies.
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